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Pain points & fund managers
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PAIN POINTS EXPERIENCED
BY FUND MANAGERS WHEN
PROCESSING PAYMENTS

01.
NEED TO MANAGE MULTIPLE
BANK RELATIONSHIPS

Several banks & banking
interfaces to access accounts

High complexity & manual
manipulation requirement

Many banks do only provide
human-operated web
banking access

No straight-through
processing possible

Banking relationships
located in different countries

Vast diversity of tools
& practices (e.g. tokens)

Variety of interfaces
without automated
monitoring & control

Payment execution
oversight challenge
02.
NEED TO MANAGE MULTIPLE
COUNTERPARTIES & CONTEXTS

Management of different
types of counterparties

Burden across the different
banking environments

Power of attorneys handled
in different ways require
lifecycle management

Monitoring & continuity
challenge

03.
A COMPLICATED PAYMENTS
APPROVAL FLOW

Financial industry
regulations & risk
management frameworks

Detailed audit trail
requirement

Composite approval
processes by authorised
signatories

Transaction sign-off
retrieval challenge

Geographical distance &
mobility of signatories

Calls for digital
& remote processes

Some banks apply technical
or operational limitations to
Power of Attorneys (“PoAs”)

PoAs prevent full
management delegation
04.
PRESERVING A GLOBAL OVERVIEW
& TRAIL IS A CHALLENGE

Need to maintain different
types of proof of payments
in different environments

Inconvenient
& time-consuming

Many banks do not
provide any other reporting
than statements

Reformatting need
& risk of inconsistencies

About the product

WHAT

IS ENPAY, AND
WHAT DOES IT DO?
ENPAY is a software-as-a-service (SaaS) platform
designed to enable financial industry professionals to
manage their payment and reporting processes in a
single-entry product.
The product streamlines your payment processes by
carrying out counterparties management and transaction
signatures workflows, either through secure and easy-touse web interfaces (for manual entry or batch upload)
or ENPAY’s API endpoints (for system interconnection),
without the need for additional authentication/signatures
using the banks’ mechanisms.
The platform allows you, thanks to its dedicated SWIFT
code, to virtually connect and reach any bank account
through the platform and trigger payments extracted
directly from your own in-house accounting/ERP software
through API calls.
ENPAY has been developed and is operated by Finologee,
a Luxembourg company that holds a financial industry IT
provider licence granted by the Ministry of Finance
(Luxembourg ”Support PFS”). ENPAY’s SaaS nature with a
hosting in Tier IV data centers in Luxembourg makes it a
turnkey solution for national regulated entities in need
of covering their operational and outsourcing requirements.

A COMPLETE DASHBOARD
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MAKE A PAYMENT

AUTHORISE TRANSACTIONS

How ENPAY helps

HOW

DOES ENPAY
HELP YOU?
BY CHOOSING FINOLOGEE ENPAY YOU…

INCREASE EFFICIENCY

BY NOT HAVING TO CONNECT MANUALLY TO
SEVERAL REMOTE BANKING INTERFACES
Multi-bank account connectivity is a challenge that
affects most businesses and financial industry players.
ENPAY - as a comprehensive payment platform
encompassing access to all bank accounts - is by
default many times more time and cost-efficient
than selecting, implementing, and using different tools
and services from different banks or providers.

Manage your accounts from a single entry product
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OPTIMISE
YOUR PROCESSES

BY CENTRALISING BANK ACCOUNT
CONNECTIVITY MANAGEMENT

By bringing together all banks and accounts in an allencompassing payments platform, ENPAY users are
streamlining and optimising their payment processes
and their execution, both for transferring funds to suppliers
or clients and for internal transactions. The platform allows
you to connect any of your existing bank accounts
(through the SWIFT network) and trigger payments
either by putting them manually into a state-of-the art
and secure web interface, by uploading transactions in
batch files exported from your own in-house accounting/
ERP software or by initiating the payments from your own

Oversee your transactions from a single location

systems through API calls sent to the ENPAY platform.

IMPROVE
SUPERVISION
CAPACITY

BY HAVING A COMPREHENSIVE OVERVIEW
OF YOUR OUTGOING PAYMENTS
The ENPAY dashboard enables you to have a clear
oversight of your payments. Ingenious charts, diagrams
and tables increase readability and monitoring capacity,
segregating executed transactions, payments that are
pending approval or where other actions are required,
preventing unnecessary delays and blocking. The platform
also caters for counterparty (beneficiary) management,
including categorisation, approval workflows and risk
management features. This gives you holistic overview
of all your outgoing payments, it allows you to track
them efficiently and eliminates the need to retrieve and
compile payment data from multiple sources and systems.

Centralise your supervision
and increase your monitoring capacity

How ENPAY helps

YOU ARE
STREAMLINING
YOUR PAYMENT
VALIDATION
PROCESS

WITH SEGREGATED PROFILES

ENPAY’s customisable role-based access control
enables your various stakeholders involved
in a payment approval process to connect to
the platform in segregated environments and
perform verification and validation processes
with the adequate signatory access rights.

Inform the parties and profiles involved

YOUR SIGNATORIES
CAN BE INFORMED
AND SIGN-OFF
TRANSACTIONS
DIGITALLY

WHEREVER THEY ARE LOCATED

Based on a notification received by email/SMS,
signatories can quickly access the list of pending
payments assigned to them and sign them off
from any locations.

Sign-off or decline a transaction
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YOU REDUCE
THE OVERALL COST
OF YOUR PAYMENTS
PROCESSING

BY IMPLEMENTING STRAIGHTTHROUGH PROCESSING

By streamlining payment processes, several manual
processes are eliminated, allowing your staff to spend
time and effort on other and more useful business functions.

Keep track of the complete payment flow

How ENPAY works
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HOW

DOES IT WORK?
A SAAS-HOSTED PLATFORM

ROLE-BASED ACCESS

ENPAY is operated by Finologee in a software-as-a-service

The platform encompasses adaptable role-based access where

mode, as a platform hosted in Luxembourg that covers all

authorised users can carry out all their tasks such as single

payment process operations and execution stages, while

or batch payments and counterparty management.

providing a virtually unlimited access to banks across the
world through the SWIFT network. Through this single-entry

A DIRECT ACCESS TO THE SWIFT NETWORK

product, fund managers can streamline their processes by
automating payment order messaging, transaction validation
and reporting.

ENPAY relies on a direct connection to the SWIFT financial
messaging network (with its own BIC code) through which

WEB INTERFACES OR API ENDPOINTS

most bank accounts can be connected to the platform with
no additional technical impact on the banks’ side.

User authentication, workflows and transaction signatures

TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS

are handled on the ENPAY platform, either through
secure and easy-to-use web interfaces (for manual
entry or batch upload) or ENPAY’s API endpoints (for
system interconnection), without the need for additional

When defining the scope and the setup of an ENPAY

authentication/signatures using the banks’ mechanisms.

implementation project, Finologee works closely with its
clients to define user roles and permissions that accurately
reflect their organisation and approval rights.

USE CASES OF ROLE-BASED ACCESS IN THE ENPAY SYSTEM THAT CAN BE ADAPTED TO YOUR NEEDS

1ST AND 2ND SIGNATORY:

ACCOUNTANT,

HEAD OF ACCOUNTING,

ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT,

CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER,

SIGNATORIES MANAGEMENT

MIDDLE OFFICER

COMPLIANCE OFFICER…

(C-LEVEL, GPs, LPs…)

Feature access:

Feature access:

Counterparties rejection/approval

•
•
•
•
•
•

Counterparties creation
Single payment entry
Batch job upload
Audit log
Reporting
Dashboard access

•
•
•
•
•
•

View all actions initiated via ENPAY
Counterparties management
(including blacklisted
IBAN management)
Payment creation
Audit log
Reporting
Dashboard access

•

Payments authorisation according

•
•

Amounts and ordering accounts

to internally defined rules
Dashboard access
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WHY

DOES ENPAY
STAND OUT?
#1

FINOLOGEE IS A LUXEMBOURG

‘SUPPORT PFS’ AND ITS INFRASTRUCTURE
IS ISO 27001-CERTIFIED
Finologee operates the ENPAY platform as a Luxembourg
Support PFS, holding a financial industry IT provider
licence by the Ministry of Finance. This status requires
Finologee to abide by the same regulation that applies to
banks and other financial industry professionals, making
outsourcing to Finologee by regulated professionals more

#2

ENPAY CAN INTEGRATE VIRTUALLY
ANY OF YOUR BANK ACCOUNTS

straightforward. For non-regulated players, the Support PFS
license provides additional guarantees with regards to risk

By having its own Swift connection and therefore

management, professional secrecy, IT security requirements,

its own BIC code, Finologee is able to connect

audit, and compliance requirements, among others.

to virtually any of your local or international banks.
Almost all banks are indeed connected reachable

Furthermore, Finologee has been granted ISO/

through the SWIFT network and thus they are able to

IEC 27001:2013 certification, the international

receive payment instruction messages and to provide

standard outlining best practices for information

the reports that Finologee uses to connect to accounts.

security management systems.

#3

ENPAY CATERS FOR CUSTOMISATION
AND IS HIGHLY CONFIGURABLE

When defining the scope and the setup of an ENPAY
implementation project, Finologee works closely
with its clients to define user roles and permissions
that accurately reflect the client’s organisation and
configures authorisation workflows according to
internal procedures. Custom reports can also be
implemented to meet specific business requirements.

About Finologee
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ABOUT

FINOLOGEE

Finologee is a fast-growing digital platform operator
of robust, ready-made, and compliant systems and
APIs for open finance, digital onboarding, KYC
lifecycle management, professional payments as
well as telecom routing and micropayments.

SOME

FACTS & FIGURES
25M

99,96%
AVAILABILITY

REVENUES GROWTH

FINANCIAL

CORPORATE

PER YEAR

OF PLATFORMS

YOY (’19-’20)

INSTITUTION CLIENTS

& SME CLIENTS

TRANSACTIONS

36

45

27%

2

4

140

13

TEAM

ISO 27001 CERTIFICATION

ABBL, APSI, FTL, LHOFT

AWARDS &

MEMBERS

& ‘SUPPORT PFS’ LICENCE

AFFILIATIONS

PRIZES SINCE 2010

Scope: Global figures NGFS Partners Group, including Finologee – 2020
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OUR

PLATFORMS

BANK COMPLIANCE

KYC

PAYMENTS

PLATFORMS

All-encompassing offer

Ready-to-use modular

SWIFT-connected business

Luxembourg’s national

to comply with PSD2 and

digital customer onboarding

payments management on

SMS routing and direct

RTS on Strong Customer

and customer lifecycle

all your bank accounts with

carrier billing/

Authentication (SCA).

management solution.

secure API & web interface.

micropayments platform.

Hosted gateway for

Compliant data & document

Provides components

account & safe-deposit

collection: ID, e-sign, name

and operations for the

box holders reporting

screening, investor profile,

Luxembourg retail banks’

(CSSF Circular 20/747).

account owner validation.

payment scheme.

A SELECTION OF

CLIENTS
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GET

IN TOUCH
ENPAY CAN EMPOWER FINANCIAL INDUSTRY
PLAYERS AND INSTITUTIONS TO STREAMLINE ALL
THEIR PAYMENT AND REPORTING PROCESSES.

WWW.FINOLOGEE.COM
For more information, please contact our sales team:
INFO@FINOLOGEE.COM | +352 27 75 08 1

© Finologee S.A. | 7, rue Jean Fischbach L-3372 Leudelange | Luxembourg | RCSL B217.853 | EU-VAT LU 2966 0355
PSF de Support licence number 06/19 | Autorisation d’Etablissement N°10082748 | ISO 27001 (IND.20.602/IS/U)
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